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ABSTRACT
Whale, a common name, a simple word, but so many meanings. An animal, a good, a belief, a surprise,
a part of these aspects or the encompassing of them all. It is, for sure, a being of some kind, but one that
is described, depicted and appropriated in several forms, in a multitude of ways. To the whale is always
assigned a role, but its relevance to distinct groups of society and its presentation to diverse audiences,
across history, can be very different from one type of source to another. Working from the question
– what’s in a whale? – we present a study on the long-term human-whale relationships (from the 13th
century onwards) connecting history and literature, to highlight the deep entanglement of societies and
cultures with the marine environment. We aim at understanding the significance of whales and how
culture, knowledge and values determine human behavior and actions towards these mammals. For that,
we run through a long timeframe analyzing the whale, mostly based on Portuguese written sources, in
comparison with European data, to discuss it as a commodity, a monster, a show and an icon. What we
find is that the whale – real or conceptualized – has continuously been an element of human fascination.
It is not merely a whale, but a wonder whale. An animal that still attracts crowds of people when it strands
on nearby shores or when its blow is spotted in the horizon. The wonder whale allows for a close connection of people with the strange, enormous, paradoxical, ambivalent, still much unknown, oceanic realm.
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MOTS CLÉS
Cétacés,
échouages,
chasse à la baleine,
perceptions,
valeurs.

RÉSUMÉ
La baleine magique : une marchandise, un monstre, un spectacle et une icône.
Baleine : un nom commun, un simple mot, mais avec tant de significations possibles. Tour à tour
ou simultanément un animal, un bien, une croyance, une stupéfaction. Il s’agit, bien entendu, d’un
être concret mais dont la nature, la description et la représentation peuvent assumer les formes et
les contours les plus divers. Bien qu’elle se voie toujours attribuer un rôle, son importance change
substantiellement au long de l’histoire, aussi bien en fonction des groupes sociaux et du public où
elle apparaît, que du type de sources que l’on interroge. Partant d’une question initiale – qu’y a-t-il
de si spécial avec les baleines ? – nous cherchons dans cette étude à interroger, sur la longue durée et
en liant histoire et littérature, la relation entre les hommes et les baleines, dans le but de mettre en
relief cet enchevêtrement profond qui unit sociétés, cultures et milieu maritime. Il s’agit de comprendre la signification des baleines et de savoir comment la culture, les connaissances et les valeurs
déterminent le comportement et les attitudes humaines envers ces mammifères. Pour ce faire, notre
étude parcourt une vaste période et analyse plusieurs sources écrites, portugaises pour la plupart, bien
que celles-ci croisent souvent d’autres sources européennes, qui mettent en évidence la fonction et la
nature polyvalentes de la baleine, tour à tour considérée comme une marchandise, un monstre, un
spectacle et une icône. Nous constatons ainsi que la baleine – réelle ou conceptualisée – a toujours
fasciné les hommes et qu’elle revêt incessamment une dimension merveilleuse. Un animal qui attire
les foules quand il approche les rivages ou quand son souffle est repéré à l’horizon. La baleine magique
permet ainsi de tisser un lien étroit entre les hommes et cet énorme monde océanique à la fois étrange,
paradoxal, ambigu, énigmatique et inquiétant, car encore très largement inconnu.

“Não era o seu passado que nos escapava: era agora, agora,
que ela se afundava no mistério, um mistério ao qual tanto
queríamos tê-la arrancado […] Tudo o que nos podiam ter
dito sobre a baleia, tudo o que a ciência ou a história poderiam ter para nos ensinar, não nos teria ensinado nada.
Porque a única coisa que queríamos saber era aquele segredo
escondido, aquela palavra da criação que ela representava.
Era aí que estava o que restituía àqueles destroços uma importância, um sentido – uma ameaça – que directamente
nos diziam respeito.”
(It was not her past that evaded us: it was now, now, that
she sunk into mystery, a mystery we wanted to get her
from so hard [...] All that could have been said about the
whale, all that science or history could have had to teach
us, would have taught us nothing. Because the only thing
we wanted to know was that hidden secret, that word
of creation that she stood for. It was that what gave to
those wrecks an importance, a purpose – a threat – that
directly concerned us.)
Gadenne 2017
INTRODUCTION
In January 2016, in the shore of Parede, a city in the mouth
of the Tagus estuary close to Lisbon (Portugal), a fin whale
(Balaenoptera physalus (Linnaeus, 1758)) stranded (Fig. 1).
Although it may occur in Madeira and Azores Islands, as
well as in Portugal mainland, this species is rather unknown
for most people. In fact, the death of a fin whale led many to
the seashore, including reporters from TVs and newspapers.
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The fin whale is the second major species of the suborder
Mysticeti and the young stranded animal, already in its eight
to ten meters long, offered a great spectacle for those who
rushed to the beach to see it, or those who saw the images in
the media. Affluence to the shore in those winter days was quite
impressive and the authorities had to close the access road to
remove the body (Suspiro 2016). However, this was not the
first time a fin whale beached in the same region. In 2005,
a similar event occurred. Over the twentieth century many
other stranded whales appeared in the coast of Portugal, some
in the Tagus estuary area. Looking back into the past, it is
possible to verify that this kind of episodes happened before,
in the Tagus area and along the Portuguese coast, the Iberian
Peninsula and the European shores (e.g. Sequeira et al. 1992,
1996; Kinze 1995; Barthelmess 2003; Szabo 2008; Sousa &
Brito 2011). There are many reports, from several countries
and different periods, showing that stranded whales have
always driven people to the seashore, in a mix of dread and
attraction (e.g. Kinze 1995; Barthelmess 2003). But in the
21st century, when almost everybody has seen whales, at least
on TV, why are these mammals still such a wonder? How are
they able of attracting so many people to the beaches, just to
see them laying there dead?
This paper aims to provide answers to these questions.
According to Schwerdtner Máñez et al. (2014), the way people
perceive and value marine environments and their resources
determine preferences, practices and strategies concerning the
oceans, influencing the institutional structures that manage
marine systems. Perceptions, values and attitudes are the keys
to understand the driving forces that, in different cultures and
in different times, connect humans with the marine realm,
helping to explain how things became how they are now.
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Fig. 1. — Beached fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus (Linnaeus, 1758)) in Parede (nearby Lisbon, Portugal), January 2016. Photo by Inês Carvalho.

Historical studies about human interactions with life in
the oceans are not new. But still there is much work to do
when compared with research on terrestrial environments and
animals. Most studies connecting people and marine systems
are about fisheries, resources exploitation and their present
management problems (e.g. Pauly et al. 1998; Jackson et al.
2001; Costello et al. 2010). Archaeological investigation
has also provided insights into these long-term relationships
(e.g. McCartney 1995; Monks 2005). But despite the long
fishing traditions of maritime populations all over the world,
just recently, Schwerdtner Máñez et al. (2014) mentioned that
only in the last fifteen years, there has been a main effort to
joint collaborations from different knowledge areas to study
marine animals in a long-term perspective (e.g. Ojaveer &
Mackenzie 2007; Holm et al. 2010; Orton 2014). In the
same way, most of the works on whales are limited to just
one or some specific approaches. These are the cases of review studies on the biology, ecology and conservation of the
species (e.g. Ellis 1991a; Laist 2017), the history of whaling
(e.g. Barkham 1984; Aguilar 1986; Francis 1990; Ellis 1991b;
Basberg et al. 1995; Dolin 2007; Hansen 2010) and literature
analysis on the symbolic aspects of these mammals based in
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the biblical and classic texts, and in the inevitable Moby Dick
(e.g. Buell 1986; Peretz 2003; Bez 2014). Most of these works
provide only a perspective on the predatory human-whale
relationship, without acknowledging other ways of interactions and the resulting myths, fears and dogmas created and
perpetuated about whales. Talking about sharks, Mojetta et al.
(2017) wrote that despite the abundant historical records on
these animals, information on human-shark relations along
the time is still scanty. The statement is also true for whales.
There are exceptions, of course, such as Szabo (2008) that
combines archeological remains, zooarchaeological techniques,
biological knowledge, history, folklore and literature to study
human exploration of whales in the Medieval North Atlantic,
and Brito (2016) that uses historical information to analyze
whales as sea monsters in the early modern production and
knowledge transfer about the natural world.
Following the footsteps of the mentioned works (Szabo
2008; Brito 2016, 2018), this paper presents a study on
the long-term human-whale relationship (from the Middle
Ages to current days) connecting history and literature, to
highlight the deep entanglement of societies and cultures
with the marine environment. The purpose is to understand
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the significance of whales and how culture, knowledge and
values determine human behavior and actions towards these
mammals. The research is supported on scientific knowledge
on whales, combined with historical and literary sources such
as lawcodes, newspapers, charters, reports, travel accounts,
naturalists’ reports, myths, legends and oral traditions. The
period in analysis runs from the 13th century onwards. Most
of the primary data being used is from the Ibero-American
world, mainly Portuguese historical sources that are not well
known outside the Portuguese speaking countries. This article
is an opportunity to disseminate relevant and scattered materials collected in libraries and archives, such as the National
Library of Portugal, the National Archive Torre do Tombo,
and the library of the Lisbon Academy of Sciences. Despite
the focus on the Portuguese Atlantic world, comparisons with
other European (e.g. the Icelandic literature and history) and
American realities are made to provide a global vision on
humans and whales, and all in-betweens, that explain how
these “archetypal sea monster(s) ha(ve) become the darlings
of conservationists” (Gillis 2015: 178; Murray-Bergquist
2017). The underlying logic of this paper is that the wonder
whale features a myriad of views, ways of use, perspectives
and perceptions, being the star of many stories and events.
THE ROYAL FISH: PRAGMATISM
AND IMAGINATION
In Portugal, long before the Age of Discoveries, the resources of
the sea and the maritime activities associated with them – like
fisheries, salt production and trade – were important industries,
being responsible for the development of villages and cities
located in protected areas of the coast (Freitas 2016). These
activities took place in the shore and in the neighboring sea,
the seascapes that fishers and traders roamed through as part of
their livelihoods. In medieval times, navigation in the Atlantic
was based on the Mediterranean experience, the coastline was
used by travelers as a guide to keep within the familiar and
navigable sea (Fonseca 1990; Mattoso 1998). Something totally
different was the open boundless ocean thought, according to
classical and biblical references, as the place of prodigies and
wonders, where monsters lived (Lopes 2009).
These conceptions about the sea of sustenance and the unknown ocean coexisted deeply interlinked. For instance, whales
and mermaids were both believed to be living creatures of the
limitless ocean, but sometimes they would get closer enough
to be seen by seafarers or even came ashore were they were
found stranding (Freitas 2016). The limits between reality
and imagination were then quite fluid, especially in all subjects concerning the watery realm. The whales, being part of
this world, were simultaneously “marvelous and mundane”
(Szabo 2008: 3). A perception that survived, long after the
end of Middle Ages, attached to these animals, as part of
their intrinsic features.
Human-whales’ relationships in medieval times were set in
two plans with thin borders between them. The literate elites
– and, through them, the general population – would have
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known the monster-whale from the classical myths, the saints’
lives and the bestiaries (Szabo 2008; Lopes 2009). Monsters were
extraordinary or unnatural creatures, physically or behavior
ally abnormal, and in some cases exceptionally wicked (Bovey
2002: 5, 6). Pan-European traditions built upon classical and
biblical works for moral and spiritual edification perpetuated
the whales as dangerous to humanity (Szabo 2008: 32). But,
at the same time, the Norse, the Basques and other nations
were hunting cetaceans in the Atlantic waters, so there was
also an empirical knowledge, based in the animal behavior
and in antique practices of butchery and exploitation of this
resource (e.g. Aguilar 1986; Szabo 2008; Brito 2011).
Despite proximity, no evidence was found so far connecting
whaling in Portugal and the Basque country (Brito 2011).
Written sources, however, attest the existence of whaling
and scavenging of stranded whales in the Portuguese coast
(on the meaning of stranding see Sousa & Brito 2011). The
available information – scarce and scattered – shows that whale
exploitation was a reality, at least, since the 13th century.
In some areas, like Pederneira, Grijó (Castro 1966), Ericeira
(Alves 1993) and Atouguia da Baleia (Calado 1994), this
activity may, however, have started earlier in the 12th century.
Whaling in Portugal, except in the Azores which is much
more recent (18th to 20th centuries), was never the object of
a deep historical study and there are still many blank areas
on the subject.
Szabo (2008: 3) wrote that in North Atlantic, evidence
exists for the use of cetaceans as a resource, but information
on the “process, quantity, frequency and appreciation of the
whaling is scant”. This is also applicable to Portugal. In the
13th century, the village charters (known as forais), given by
the king or noblemen to some townships to establish the
rights and duties of its inhabitants, are one of the first proves
of whaling in the Portuguese coast. In 1206, King Afonso II
confirmed the taxes that should be paid in Atouguia for
trade. The list of goods included slaves, cattle, whale meat
and fat (Teixeira et al. 2014). In the Ericeira village charter,
from 1229, the landlord, master of the religious order of
Avis, defined that the order would receive one-twentieth
of each captured whale, and prohibited people from other
places of whaling in those waters (Brito 2011: 296). In the
village charters from Loulé and Silves (1266), Castro Marim
(1277), Aljezur (1280) and other places in Algarve, the
king determined that whaling was reserved to him and his
successors (Martins 1985; Andrade & Silva 2004; Brito
2011). Other documents make references to whaling and
royal rights during the 13th and 14th centuries, along the
Portuguese shore (Brandão 1632; Lopes 1841; Barros 1949;
Brito 2011), especially in the south of the country, where
the activity seems to have been quite important. In 1504,
the charters granted by King D. Manuel, like the ones of
the villages of Portimão and Silves, reinforced the royal
monopoly, specifying that all the whales and other royal
fishes, beached on shore or killed by any means, belonged
to the Crown, and that the almoxarife, the king’s officer,
would collect the profits. These documents also mention
taxes levied on fish oil (azeite de saim), produced from the
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Fig. 2. — Oil painting from a private collection depicting the shore-based sperm-whaling off the Azores (19th century). Photo by the authors.

bubbler of cetaceans (Marques & Ventura 1990; Andrade &
Silva 2004), showing that this was one of the uses given to
whales. Unequivocally, these animals were commodities and
merchandise, and although the evidences do not show if
common or rare, whales and related products were valuable
enough for kings to inscribe them in the village charters,
assuring that successive Portuguese crowns would benefit
from the business profits.
Some authors (e.g. Godinho 1983; Franco & Amorim 2001)
state that whaling lost its relevance in Portugal’s mainland in
the 15th century. North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis (Müller, 1776)) bones found in an archaeological site
in Peniche, in the western coast, show that at least in some
places the activity was, in some way, going on around the
16th to the 17th centuries (Teixeira et al. 2014).
But, in fact, the Portuguese expansion to new lands and
oceans offered the opportunity of exploring areas where whales
were more abundant. The first permit to hunt cetaceans in
Brazil was granted in 1602, and in 1614, whaling in Brazilian
waters became a royal monopoly, with the first station being
established in the island of Itaparica (Ellis 1969; Edmunson &
Hart 2014; Hansen 2016). Since the moment whaling lost
its importance in Portugal – it would be introduced again in
the Azores islands in the 18th century and in Madeira island
and Setúbal (in the mainland) in the 20th century – most historical registers on whales from the early modern period are
connected to the new territories where commercial activities
were being established, and the waters where the Portuguese
ships were sailing.
For instance, Pedro Lopes de Souza navigating along the
coast of Brazil, 1530-1532, described so many whales, so
large and so close to the ships that people on board were
terrified (Varnhagen 1867: 69). In Bahia, in 1587, it was
said that cetaceans joined in groups of ten or twelve and
caused great fear among the ships, sometimes destroying
them with their tails and killing people (Sousa 1989: 254,
255). Some years later, a group of religious men arriving
at the shores of the same country was attacked by a big
whale, which followed the boat, splashing water all around
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and running into it (Vasconcellos 1663). In the moment
it was going to hit the boat with the tail, the priests raised
their hands to heaven and asked for God’s help. God tamed
the marine monster and saved his servants. The holy men
considered that the monster should have been instigated
by an evil spirit to eliminate the Church’s representatives
(Vasconcellos 1663: 367). Another example, in his way to
India, in 1596, the San Francisco vessel was approached by
a big fish that appeared for two or three days always at the
same hour. No one, even the most experienced on board,
had ever seen such a monster. It was believed to be a witch
and it was decided to shoot her. But the fish never appeared
again. The chronicler says that this could be a case for laugh,
an imagination story, except that a monster such as that had
been seen near the Santiago ship, just before it hit some underwater rocks and sunk (Brito 1736: 351). These reports
of travelers crossing the Atlantic or settling in Brazil reveal
that the whale was considered an animal whose behavior
was not understood, like persecuting ships or hitting them
with the tail, inspiring fear. Some even associated this cetacean with evil spirits or bad omens, signs of misfortune
or advent of tragedies (Brito 2016). Not simply relying on
direct observation of new marine fauna, seamen were also
inspired by medieval European religious connotations usually attributed to these animals or hybrid representations of
them (e.g. Murray-Bergquist 2017; Leclercq-Marx 2018)
The written sources here presented show that the whale
was, no doubt, a mundane animal, provider of valuable resources. But, at the same time, in an ambivalent vision between pragmatism and imagination, there was a profusion of
perceptions, feelings and values concerning these cetaceans,
fear was among them (Fig. 2). Another example of the whale’s
value as a symbolic element is the presence of whale bones in
churches and other sanctuaries, like the one displayed in the
São Leonardo Church in Atouguia da Baleia (e.g. Redman
2014; Brito 2016). From oral history and local memory, it is
said the whale bone is, at least, 500 years old and used to be
part a ceiling beam, but this is still to be confirmed both by
historical sources and laboratory analysis.
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Fig. 3. — Stranded whale depicted in Adriaen Coenen’s 1580 Fish Book. http://
publicdomainreview.org/collections/adriaen-coenens-fish-book-1580/, last
consultation: 16/01/2019.

STAYING ON SHORE: DANGER AND FASCINATION
Clearly different perceptions coexisted about whales for a
very long time. If the living whales seem to have been terrifying for the ones traveling across the oceans and arriving to
new lands, dead cetaceans laying on shore appeared to have
inspired surprise and interest. In the old books of the Insua
de Caminha Monastery – in the north coast of Portugal – the
monks wrote down that two whales beached nearby, in 1548
and 1582. The annotation of such episodes means they were
extraordinary events and should be registered to future memory. But there is no fear or apprehension in the descriptions,
the whales were not signals of something bad. Curiosity and
amazement are the main feelings in the accounts: one of the
animals was measured, the other was not, because the sea took
it before it could be done. One of the monks explains that it
was a “beautiful monstrous thing to see because of the place
where it came from” (Anonymous 1641-1832).
This attitude of curiosity concerning the cetaceans was
also shared by the Portuguese fryer João dos Santos, who
dedicated a chapter of his book about Mozambique to the
whales. He described the animals’ behavior, based on what
he had seen and heard, mentioning also how the natives used
the stranded cetaceans: they produced oil, ate the meat and
made trestles with the bones. Everybody would take a piece
of the precious resource laying in the sand (Santos 1891).
Other sources reinforce this idea: the Italian writers Faber
and Bricci describing stranded whales did not depict them
as bad omens or sea-monsters (Azzolini 2017: 309, note 40).
Bricci’s booklet on a whale appeared near Rome, in 1624, is
a mixture of written and oral data, based on the testimonies
of those who had seen the animal first-hand, his observations
of the bones, fins, teeth, flesh and fat brought to Rome, and
information collected from other authors. It seemed that the
sighting of these big cetaceans was relatively uncommon – especially in the Mediterranean – and “whales were an intriguing
topic of discussion among early modern European natural
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historians” (Azzolini 2017: 307). The exception being orcas,
as they inspired fear from Pliny work, through all Renaissance
naturalists up to its description by Linnaeus (Colby 2018: 9).
Many of those writing about whales have never seen them,
dead or alive, but the use of information brought by sailors,
missionaries, merchants and soldiers travelling around the
globe (Azzolini 2017), improved the knowledge about these
animals. There was a progressive shift from the supernatural
monsters of the myths and bestiaries to monsters that were
examples of the wonders of nature. Exotic, gigantic and bizarre,
these creatures have become, nevertheless, natural phenomena
subject to the laws of nature, and therefore, object of scientific
inquiry (Landrin 1870; Brito 2016). The Bluteau’s dictionary
(Bluteau 1712-1728) is a good example of this. The entry on
“balêa” (whale) is an interesting mix of informations derived
from oral and written sources. Bluteau says that the whale
is a fish from the sea with extraordinary greatness, having
dark hard skin full of fur. This animal gives birth like the
terrestrial ones and breastfeeds its calf. He mentions habits
and behaviors, reproducing information from anatomists
and navigators, and uses it to rebut previous opinions, saying
that what Eliano and other natural philosophers wrote about
whales is not true (Bluteau 1712-1728). Most information
on the biological features of the animals reproduced in the
dictionary is not accurate, although it represents an effort to
bring up new knowledge based on empirical observations
of the natural world, relying less in the classical and biblical
authorities, myths and legends.
Curiosity about new animals reached all levels of society, that
urged for news from distant places, leading to the production of a series of printed leaflets and books widely spread
through different European nations and intended to distinct
audiences (Fig. 3).
One example is the case of the Gazeta de Lisboa, the first
Portuguese official journal which, in January 1723, issued a small
news on a fish from an unknown species, brought to a beach in
Lisbon, that some people believed to be a whale (Mascarenhas
1723a). Days later (Mascarenhas 1723b), a more detailed report
was published: the animal was still called a fish, but it was said
to be a kind of whale, that had entered the Tagus river and was
caught in some underwater rocks, where it died. A complete
description of its main features and a drawing were presented
to make the information provided to the readers more accurate
and lively (Brito 2016; Brito & Costa 2016).
The stranded whale must have been a major event in
Lisbon, since other sources also referred to it, also spreading
through different places in Europe (Brito 2016). According
to an unpublished manuscript found in the library of Lisbon
Academy of Sciences (Santa Maria 1723), the entire city ran
to the shore to see it. This priest dedicated some verses to the
occasion, describing the mob that filled the beach to get a
glimpse of the novelty, a swollen and smelly dead body that
left Lisbon bewildered. Santa Maria had seen many whales
in Brazil, so he was rather amused with the surprise of his
folks. But alongside with many other sources and copies of
this new, it really emphasizes the value and relevance of such
a stranding.
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The Gazeta de Lisboa divulged other news on whales and
strange fishes. In November 1725 (Mascarenhas 1725), a
whale appeared in the beach of Penafirme, and many were
those who went to see it. In 1731 (Mascarenhas 1731), an
unknown fish stranded between Vila do Conde and Póvoa
de Varzim. The carcass was burnt because of the stench. This
new is accompanied by an illustration that is, in fact, a copy
of the whale depicted in the Tagus stranding of 1723 (Fig. 4).
Most news provided a description of the form and size of the
animals (e.g. Mascarenhas 1735a), a reflection of the sensitivity of those times to measure and describe what was new or
uncommon (Azzolini 2017).
In 1733, a bizarre incident occurred: a Dutch ship sunk, after
a great blow. According to the crew it had hit a big fish – the
sea became blood-colored. Other accounts stated that many
monstrous fishes – in size and shape – had been seen near
the coast of the city of Oporto (Mascarenhas 1733). Despite
the words used to describe the animals, such as “monstrous
fishes” and “marine monster”, there was nothing marvelous
or supernatural in the reports. It was the animal, its rareness,
form and size that amazed the ones that saw it. Even surprised,
people adopted a practical behavior in these encounters.
The inhabitants of San Pedro de Muel beach made oil from
the meat of the whale found on shore (Mascarenhas 1735b).
In Algarve, when ten fishes, identified as cetaceans, beached
in Albufeira, the journal’s correspondent deplored the lack of
means to produce oil from their fat, because it would have fill
more than 200 barrels (Mascarenhas 1784). This indicates that
the whale never ceased to be a resource. Organized hunting
might have disappeared from mainland in Portugal, but coastal
populations kept exploiting occasional stranded animals.
The Gazeta de Lisboa, providing information on serious business like government decisions and laws, circulated amongst a
wide range of people, but probably was more circumscribed to
the elites. Other kind of readings, the booklets, sold by blind
people in the streets, had a more broad and popular audience
(Lanciani 1979). In the 18th century’s pamphlets collection
conserved in the Portuguese National Library, there are some
about marine monsters or animals. One of these booklets, titled
Account of the monstrous fish, which appeared on Tagus beaches the
16th May of this year of 1748 (Anonymous 1748), describes an
animal caught by a fisherman in the Cascais bay, near Lisbon.
The fish was identified, by Brito (2016: 87) and Brito & Costa
(2016), as a basking shark (Cetorhinus maximus (Gunnerus,
1765)). The introduction of the leaflet is quite interesting: it
is about the prodigies of nature shaped by divine powers. God
created animals to provide food for humans, but since these
did not obey Him, animals rebelled against humans. Several
dangerous animals (lions, elephants, wolfs, snakes, amongst
others) are mentioned saying, however, that the biggest is the
whale – a monstrous machine that causes great pain to sailors
(Anonymous 1748). The author then talks about (if based in his
own experience we cannot attest) the whales in Bahia (Brazil)
that are known to pursuit ships and describes the dangers of
whaling. His main concern is to show to his readers how big
and amazing is such animal, knowing that most of them will
be bewildered with his narrative. In the same way, the author
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Fig. 4. — Whale depicted in Gazeta da Lisboa (1731), referring to a stranded unknown fish in Póvoa de Varzim (Portugal).
http://hemerotecadigital.cm-lisboa.pt/Periodicos/GazetadeLisboa/1731/Marco/
Marco_item1/P16.html, last consultation: 16/01/2019.

of another leaflet (Anonymous 1765) also reveals this need of
producing a credible story – saying it was based on the description of reliable people – about a stranded whale near Naples,
in Italy. According to him, animals produced by God are admirable, and that is why people from all over the city and the
neighboring areas ran to the beach to see the unknown beast,
no one had ever seen before. Like in the Gazeta de Lisboa,
these reports were real, and their authors recreated the stories
in detail to captivate their readers. The interest of the narrative
was not on an imaginary animal, but in one of God’s creatures
that was still able to fascinate people.
The fabulous whale, however, did not completely disappear
from these stories; it was pushed far away to remote regions, like
Tartaria. A pamphlet from 1740 described the adventures of a
Dutch Capitan and his crew travelling through uncharted seas,
that detected a mountain in a beach with a cave (Anonymous
1740). Exploring the dark hole, they discovered they were
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inside an animal, and there they found a ship and an island
with its inhabitants. This kind of story has old roots in the
classics, since the Syrio-Roman author Lucian had already
given an account of people living inside a big cetacean (Szabo
2008: 45). Imaginary adventures were read side by side with
real reports: were people at the time able to discern between
the narratives? It is difficult to tell. Marine monsters like
the one that appeared to the Turks (Fernandisi 1732) or the
marine-men found in Marseille (Vuillimont 1755) seemed to
be as popular as the fearsome whales of Brazil. In this sense,
the whale was truly, as depicted by Sebastião da Rocha Pitta
(1880), the “useful monster of the sea”.
At the end of the 18th century (in 1779), in the Age of
Enlightenment, time of cabinets of natural history and curiosities, was created in Portugal the Royal Academy of Sciences.
Men of science connected to this institution were particularly
interested in producing knowledge on the natural world and
explaining the economic relevancy of exploring its resources
for the beneficial development of the country. In this context, some important reports on fisheries and whaling were
produced. The most famous is the account from Silva (1789)
on whale hunting and the ways of increasing oil production
rentability in Brazil. In the first section of his Memoirs, he
makes a brief description about the physical features of the
cetaceans, indicating eight known species of whales, admitting
his ignorance on the species captured in Brazilian waters, which
he believes to be the fin whale, referring that naturalists had
not been able to classify them properly, because they didn’t
have precise descriptions nor knowledge on their economical uses. This work is particularly relevant as it is marked by
a vision of the world founded on the economy of nature,
the defence of the economic progress and the application
of scientific knowledge to production techniques, and the
critique of the destructive exploitation of natural resources.
At the same time, when describing whales’ behaviour, Silva
(1789) abandons the objective character of the text, adopting a literary tone, describing whales as having feelings and
motivations like humans, a type of narrative in line with the
18th and 19th centuries questioning of animals’ rights and the
intrinsic value of nature (Pádua 2000; Vieira 2018).
All this information attests that in Portugal and other European
countries, the perception about whales was an amalgam of
feelings and values, combining their use as a resource, and
fear and fascination because of their unusual size and shape.
It also prevailed a certain degree of curiosity about this God’s
creature that was almost totally unknown to most of the society.
THE PRODIGY OF NATURE: FEATURING ON ART
AND LITERATURE
“During the monumental expansion of commercial whaling
in the 18th and early 19th centuries, the animal attained its
most menacing dimensions, playing the villain to the heroic
seafarers of the day” (Gillis 2015: 178). Stories of these extraordinary size cetaceans associated with shipwrecks are a
thematic that left marks in literature. Famous writers, like
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Walter Scott (1822) and Fenimore Cooper (1859), based their
books on the accounts of whalers “who projected onto their
prey their own aggressiveness” (Gillis 2015: 178). A sperm
whale (Physeter macrocephalus Linnaeus, 1758) attack and the
sinking of the ship Essex in 1820, inspired Melville to create
the world-famous Moby Dick (Melville 2007). Around 1837,
the British painter Turner produced a small-scale watercolor
called Whale on Shore, inspired by Walter Scott’s novel. The
image presents Orkney’s islanders securing a beached right
whale with cables and attempting to kill it. The tormented
prey throws its tail in the air, overturning boats (Hokanson
2016: 6). Whaling was an important topic in Turner’s work
(Fig. 5), who was always looking for contemporary subjects
“with the potential to express profound meanings”, like his
two paintings on Whalers (c. 1845). “Whales, and particularly
sperm whales, were quasi-mythological creatures. Most people
had never seen one of the animals, and existing images and
descriptions, even scientific ones, were generally inaccurate.
The public imagination focused on their grandiosity and
power […] and on the human ingenuity, courage and ferocity
to pursue and kill them” (Hokanson 2016: 14, 15). Hunting
whales was a hazardous, grisly task, but it had a certain romance attached to it (Hokanson 2016: 14, 15).
Melville’s masterpiece, the famous Moby Dick, was built
upon this sublime worldview – a blend of old myths and
legends and the stories of whalers – and his own empirical
knowledge on the subject. The author was the first to point that
maritime life was fertile in wonderful and fearfulness rumors
and whalemen were not unexempt from the ignorance and
superstitiousness that characterized all sailors (Melville 2007:
197). Melville’s narrative rests on an obsession, made up of
the fabulous accounts of those crossing the wild watery realm
and on people’s imagination, influenced by the narratives of
the ocean’s greatest marvels, that “all that most maddens and
torments; all that stirs up the lees of things; all truth with
malice on it; all that cracks the sinews and cakes the brain; all
the subtle demonisms of life and thought; all evil […] were
visibly personified, and made practically assailable in Moby
Dick” (Melville 2007: 203). The (white) whale hunting tale
– the last of the supernatural sea-monsters – represents the
epic confrontation between humans and the natural world,
and Captain Ahab is the humankind’s hubris, “which leads
to both victory and tragedy” (Hokanson 2016: 40).
The idea of the whale as the incarnation of the worst fears
of men (e.g. Gadenne 2017), the deep dark feelings they have
inside and their dread of the mysteries of nature and life, is
also clearly expressed in the words of Sir Ernest Shackleton,
the polar explorer, trapped in the Antarctic ice with his crew
for more than a year (1914-1916). “A school of killer whales
had languidly drifted around the boats, their sleek, sinister
black forms surrounding them on every side for the duration of
the long night. Of all the memories the men would carry with
them, this – the slow, measured rising of the white-throated
whales in the dark waters around their boats – remained one
of the most terrible and abiding. In their long months in the
ice, the men had borne abundant witness to the great beasts’
ice-shattering power. Whether they would attack humans,
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Fig. 5. — “There are two whales in this watercolour. One, its tail raised, is diving. The back of the second is indicated by a long, curved pencil line below the tail
of the first. A harpoon appears to have struck one of them, for the sea is stained red with blood.” A Harpooned Whale (1845) by Joseph Mallord William Turner
(1775–1851), part of Ambleteuse and Wimereux Sketchbook. © Tate Collection, CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 (Unported). http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/turner-aharpooned-whale-d35391, last consultation: 16/01/2019.

no one really knew. For the men, these were prodigies of the
deep, mysterious and evil, possessed of chilling reptilian eyes
that betrayed disconcerting mammalian intelligence”. He ends
his description saying that was the “night that began to break
the will of many” (Alexander 2001: 123).
Not all writers shared this negative impression on the big
cetaceans. The French Michelet (1875) dedicated a full chapter of his book La Mer [The Sea] to whales, describing them
as dulcet and sensitive mammals, tender mothers, sublime
expressions of the powers of creation, simultaneously great
and fragile. And in Melville’s American literature masterpiece
we can find a bit of it all.
In addition of being a literary piece on a special symbolic
whale, Moby Dick is also a whaling manual, “with encyclopedia-like entries and opinion essays on various aspects of
whales, whaling, and seafaring culture” (Berkun 2010). Using
his own experience on board a whaling-ship, Melville makes
an impressive report on these animals, trying to correct the
misinformation that dominated public opinion and even the
scientific spirits concerning whales. According to him, the
systematization of the whale species was a chaos. In the im-
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possibility of following the specimens into the unfathomable
waters, there was an impenetrable veil of ignorance covering
the knowledge on cetaceans. There were plenty of books on
the subject, however, little was the real information on them.
Most of the men who had written about the theme had never
seen a living whale. And the ones who had, like the whalers,
did not wrote books. Melville pointed Captain Scoresby (1820)
as an exception, and Beale’s (1839) and Bennett’s (1840)
books, both surgeons on British whaleships, as the best at
the time in describing the sperm whale. He then considered
that the science of cetology was in the beginning, since in
some groups it was still in discussion if the whale was a fish
(Melville 2007: 144-146).
Cuvier (1836: III, 260), in his natural history on cetaceans,
explained that it was very difficult to work on these animals
because they lived in the deep seas, so they could only be
observed partially and briefly in the water and occasionally
in the beaches, death and affected by putrefaction. Based in
these incomplete and isolated observations, it was impossible
to know the general physiognomy of the animals to compare
the differences between the species. Knowledge about whales
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was built upon the individuals or groups found in the European
shores, described, drawn and shared among the illustrated
elites and published in newspapers, like the Gazeta de Lisboa
or the Mercure de France. Cuvier described his historical and
natural sources presenting a list of stranded sperm whales on
the coasts of Holland, UK and France, between the 16th and
the 18th centuries (Cuvier 1836: 264-273).
This information and the Portuguese historical sources
already mentioned clearly show that beached whales were
extraordinary events, worthy of being registered for posterity, and that this data circulated amongst the European elites.
Another example of this are the many copies and a translation of the news of the Lisbon beached whale in 1723 (Brito
2016; Brito & Costa 2016), published in Gazeta de Lisboa.
Another translation of such news was recently identified at
the archives of the Royal Society, in London (Samuda 1723).
Nevertheless, despite all the interest and information collected
on the subject, the whale is still a mystery to humans. Melville’s
most relevant source, Thomas Beale, dedicated an entire book
to the almost unknown sperm whale, saying that this animal
was constantly misrepresented, based in inaccurate and false
sources, like the accounts of voyagers, a mix of fiction and
truth, miracles and wonders. Despite the relevance of sperm
whale hunting to the British whale industry, people in general
had little idea about the external aspect of the animal and its
habits. Thousands of persons, since 1775, had been involved
in its pursuit and no one has stepped forward to correct the
absurd information circulating about it (Beale 1839: 2, 3,
21). Common mistakes, pointed Beale, were even originated
among naturalists who, as Cuvier also stressed, did not have
real knowledge on the subject. For instance, some were still
discussing how many sperm whale species existed – seven, four,
six or eight –, when Beale knew, from his personal experience
on whaling-ships, that there was only one (Beale 1839: 9, 10,
22). Up to the middle of the 19th century, the history of the
sperm whale was full of blanks. In 1870, Landrin still called the
whale the most monstrous of all animals. Not in the sense of an
evil or unnatural beast, but because it was an unusual creature
of prodigious proportions when compared to other cetaceans
(Landrin 1870: 143, 3, 4). It seemed that the label “monster”
was glued to the whale and it was used alike for positive and
negative characterization of the animal (Brito 2016).
Even today, this label can be found on essays and literature
pieces (e.g. Hoare 2011; Gadenne 2017), in which the whale
is the main star. In Gadenne (2017), for instance, stranded
and dying whales on shore are used as literary elements of
clashing worlds.
THE WHALE’S SHOW: A STAGE
FOR ENTERTAINMENT
Numerous historical sources and studies (e.g. Mascarenhas
1723a, b, 1725, 1731, 1733, 1735a, b, 1784; Bernaert 1829;
Cuvier 1836; Michelet 1875; the forais [Andrade & Silva
2004]; Szabo 2008; Sousa & Brito 2011; Azzolini 2017;
Tosi 2017) reveal that along history, stranded whales or
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other marine animals were an attraction, bringing people to
the shore to see the uncommon creature, to take advantage
of the resource, or both. Stranding whales had the power to
evoke fear and allure, dread and appreciation, even utility in
the form of blubber, meat, bones, baleen and teeth (Sousa &
Brito 2011). In the 19th century, they would also become a
show, the object (and place!) of entertainment.
In November 1827, the stranding of a “monstrous inhabitant
of the seas” (Bernaert 1829), in a beach of Flanders, was quite
an event. Bernaert, who wrote a brochure on the subject, mentions that there were others before, but the present generations
did not know them. The “new” spectacle took the people of
the surrounding areas to the shore; the fortified walls of the
village were covered with viewers. For some time, the township of Ostende became the visiting spot of the crowds: men,
women and children from all ages, social ranks and different
languages. Herman Kessels, a local business man, decided
to buy the carcass to the fishermen that brought it to land.
Famous naturalists, like Cuvier, were consulted to determine
the whale species. The animal was dissected and analyzed, and
the skeleton conserved for exhibition. It was offered to the
king and a big party was prepared to celebrate the occasion.
During a day the pavilion where the whale was exposed was
open for free. People’s affluence was uninterrupted, all wanted
to satisfy their curiosity. One night, a concert was given inside
the whale model. After the party, the animal was prepared
and boarded in a ship (Bernaert 1829): the whale’s show had
become an itinerant spectacle, integrating a tour that would
take it to Paris in 1829 and London in 1831 (Tosi 2017: 59).
The Ostende cetacean became a celebrity and aroused people’s
curiosity for a long time (Redman 2015) but it was not the
only travelling whale. There was also the Villerville whale, a
Balaneoptera musculus (Linnaeus, 1758) beached alive in the
shores of that French village in 1893 (Fig. 6). The flesh was
send to the Havre for oil production and the skeleton sold
to the director of the Villerville casino (Anonymous 18931895) that used it to build a replica of the animal. Some
newspaper clippings on the whale topic, collected at the
time and conserved at the Bibliothèque nationale de France
[French national Library], tell the story of how this amazing
whale used to entertain the bathers of the beach of Villerville
(Anonymous 1893-1895). In the 1894 summer season, the
whale was the great attraction of the casino: as Jonah, the
bathers were swallowed by the sea monster and came out
later. Parties were made inside, theatre plays – such as Jonah
in the house of the mermaids – were presented in the animal’s
belly and there was also a maritime museum (Anonymous
1893-1895). After Villerville, the theatre-whale moved to the
Paris’ Casino, where it was a success. The stage was placed in
the head and the best seats were in the larynx and stomach of
the animal (Anonymous 1893-1895). The show would suddenly come to an end in February 1895: the second life of the
Villerville’s whale was consumed in a fire that destroyed part
of the Paris’ Casino (Anonymous 1893-1895). In the same
way, Dolin (2007: 47) mentions that in the USA promoters
transported dead whales’ carcasses, travelling through the
country, exhibiting them to paying viewers.
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Fig. 6. — Poster of the Villervile whale entertainment show. Théâtre et musée de la Baleine de Villerville, Bibliothèque nationale de France, fonds régional : BasseNormandie. https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b53019465v, last consultation: 16/01/2019.

There is a clear contrast between the whalers’ stories of
fearful cetaceans and the elites’ amusement with whales lying
death in the strand. The firsts were struggling for their lives
in a harsh environment, killing animals that were considered
an important economic resource. The others were enjoying
a recently rediscovered pleasure – the seaside –, taking advantage of the therapeutic benefits of sea bathing, of strolling in the sand and of contemplating the watery landscape.
Beached whales – death and for that not harmful – were
one of the many delights of the maritime experience in the
19th century. As the European elites converted the beaches
into recreational areas, previously empty coasts, that Corbin
(1990) called the territoire du vide, would become in the
following centuries much-sought environments. These same
seascapes transformed by the masses, in the 20th century, in
their main holiday destination. More people on the coast
meant more spectators for the beached whale’s show. It also
resulted in more information, but likewise more curiosity
on the subject.
In the last century, humans approach to the oceans – the
main biggest cities of the world are now located on the littoral –, also connected with the development of the scientific
knowledge and technology to exploit the deep blue, brought
new perspectives on marine animals. New perceptions, new
values, new utilities are now determining the relations be-
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tween humans and whales. But cetaceans (both whales and
dolphins) keep being a kind of show able of attracting people. This is true for zoological parks and delphinaria that for
decades during the 20th century flourished across the world,
so that people could have a closer experience with these animals (although not observing the true natural behaviour of
the species). As, in more recent years, the developing of the
whale watching industry.
The whale, always a wonder, still a commodity, represents
today a significant economic income for some regions. The
conversion of whaling practices and villages into eco-tourism
ones is also clear in the transformation of former factories into
science museums or industrial archaeological points of interest. Natural history museums have always featured whales as
key elements in the exhibitions and collections, and timely
as it is for the blue whale of the London Natural History
Museum, even display them as the star and iconic symbol of
the institutions. Present-day scientific knowledge on whales,
the new consciousness on environmental issues and the need
to protect these highly endangered animals transformed them
into conservation icons.
During all this time, social, economic and cultural aspects
determined the way whales were perceived. However, despite
the changes in knowledge and in societies, there is something
that seems to persist in human relations with whales: the as-
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Fig. 7. — Wall paintings in the Horta’s boat marina (Faial, Azores) 2017, depicting the whale as a symbol of love and fidelity. Photo by Sérgio Magro Jacinto.

tonishment felt in their presence and the contemplation of
these animals (Richter 2015). Today, in the Age of Technology
and virtual emotions, the whale is still such a wonder that
most people are bewildered by it.
CONCLUSIONS
The word “whale” is a concept with many meanings: an
animal, a good, a belief, a surprise, an omen, a part of these
aspects or the encompassing of them all. As other cetaceans,
the whale wore different labels (Colby 2018): a moving island, a large fish, a sea monster. It is, for sure, a being of some
kind, but one that is described, depicted and appropriated in
several forms and in a multitude of ways. Living in the open
ocean as well as in the edges of land, the whale is constantly
intruding upon human space, alternating between mysterious
monsters, valuable resource and catalyst of human conflict
(Richter 2015; Murray-Bergquist 2017).
To the whale is always assigned a role, but its relevance to
distinct groups of society and its presentation to diverse audiences, across history, can be very different from one genre
of sources to another. It illuminates concepts such as the
division of land and sea (Richter 2015), complicates modern categories of natural and supernatural, sheds light on
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stories that compose scientific and socio-economic concepts
(Murray-Bergquist 2017). The identity of the whale and the
value given to it may have changed along time. However, its
wonder attribute is always present (Brito 2018).
The early modern whale, no matter how it is described on
oral stories or written accounts, is always connected to power
and influence. The whale is mundane. It was present at the
table of European kings and noblemen; it was the royal fish,
monopoly of the Crown. This high status attributed to the
whale is, moreover, reflected in the need of appropriation of
the animal both through chase and hunting as well as through
exhibitions (of the animal in whole or in part or even its representation). This is shown by the timeless whaling practices
by different peoples, an indication of the human subjugation
of the natural world and of the most untamed of the natural
habitats – the boundless ocean. The practices of whale hunting and the use of all its parts, either as food, as transformed
resources or as artefacts, reflect the super imposition of humans
over the non-human, in all times.
The whale is nonetheless magical. This can be seen in
many ways. The news reports from the 18th century onwards about whales and other large marine animals, very
much as tabloids and social media nowadays, lead to the
sensationalisation of the whale, the great fish, the monster.
Sometimes depending on local contexts, the whale could
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either represent the Good or the Evil. Despite the way the
whale has been, or still is, conceptualized – as an element of
divine providence or as a bad omen –, it has continuously
been an element of human fascination. This is well reflected
in its appropriation, in all its symbolic meanings across time
and cultures (Fig. 7), in religious practices, magic rituals,
natural history and philosophy, art, literature, science and
nature conservation.
The whale is not merely a whale, but it is the wonder whale.
An animal that still attracts crowds when it strands on nearby
shores or even when only its blow is spotted on the horizon.
An amazing cetacean that allows for a close connection of people
with the strange, enormous, paradoxical, ambivalent, still much
unknown, oceanic realm. The whale did not simply become
an icon, by the middle 20th century with the emergence of
the global conservationist movements, it has always been one.
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